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Conjugate spanish drawing worksheet answers

I found these puzzles during my first semester at the grad teaching school SPAN 121 and there is a website that caters to teachers who want to integrate technology into their classrooms. Zachary Jones' website is called Zambombazo, which integrates language and culture and has lesson plans, songs, worksheets
(example: It has a worksheet for -AR conjugation verbs using twitter format. It was a hit among the students when I used it in class) and puzzles. It inspired me to use conjugarte puzzles (puzzles that you need to use verb conjugation to draw an image) because both my Spanish level 1 are very artistic and visual
learners. It wasn't just filling in an empty worksheet, but it still stimulated their artistic teachings, which seem to enjoy a lot. Each congujarte puzzle has a drawing with a specific verb conjugation, be it,-AR, -ER, -IR' at any time. Each small puzzle has a joined verb and must match it in the corresponding row and column
depending on the verb and conjugation. The challenge that I had with the business was called to me by my non-artistic students on the basis that they couldn't pull out. They offered instead of drawing, they saved the conjugation in the right box. I was fine with that, but it beats the whole purpose of this business. The
drawing is to be simply made in one line, circle, flower, animal at once, so it breaks down the drawing to make it easier. It's as if Rome wasn't built in one day... they worked on it gradually. The same concept applies to drawing, they can take it one box at a time. Practice the Spanish present tense of the conjug verb and
recreate beautiful art from the Spanish-speaking world at the same time! The link to download this activity is only available to our members. Become a member of Zambombazo today to access this exclusive downloadable pdf teaching activity for download and over a thousand more Spanish classroom classes on many
different topics! Already a member? Sign in to access this activity. Content: Conjugarte: Spanish members of the present tense have access to the following Spanish present tense activities: 1. Regular verbs: -ar 2. Regular verbs: -ar 3. Regular verbs: -ar 4. Regular verbs: -ar 5. Regular verbs: -er 6. Regular verbs: -er 7.
Regular verbs: -ir 8. Regular verbs: -ir 9. Regular verbs: -ir 10. Irregular verbs: gift, estar, ir, cheese, tener 11. Stem-changing verbs: e-e 12. Stem-changing verbs: e-e-e 13. Stem-changing verbs: o-eu 14. Stem-changing verbs: o-eu 15. Stem-changing verbs: e-i 16. Irregular form yo: -go 17. Irregular form yo: -z every
18. Irregular form yo 19. Miscellaneous (verbs that add accent and verbs like construir) 20. Reflexive verbs: regular 21. Reflexive verbs: Verbs changing stems 22. Answers: 1-9 23. Answers: 10-21 What is Conjugarte? When I was little, I loved to draw with these sheets of mesh art, in which gradually, square by square,
the image is revealed! We have Moms that idea of conjugation verb! To do this, we replaced the letter number grid system (A-1) with a verb grid (hablar, yo). In addition to practicing the Spanish present tense conjugation of the verb, you will get to recreate some of the great works of art of the Spanish-speaking world with
Salvador Dalí, Diego Velázquez, Francisco de Goya, Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, Fernando Botero, El Greco, Bartolomé Esteban Murillo and José Guadalupe Posada! See Conjugarte In Action Watch the video below to see how to end Conjugarte activity! These very active verbs include: climb, decide, discuss, live,
admit, write, open, receive, describe, exist Page 2 [Home] This sheet is a PDF document. You need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view the worksheet or answer. Each sheet can consist of several pages, scroll down to see everything. In general, a verb is a word in a sentence that conveys an activity. The verbs in the
following sentences are underlined: Lionel Messi plays football. Taylor Swift sings You Belong With Me. Martha, Yolanda and I have chemistry classes together. George Clooney and Brad Pitt star in Ocean's 11. Verbs can also express the state of being: They are very happy. What is conjugation? Conjugation is an act of
accepting a verb and changing it to match its subject matter. For example, let's change the subject of this sentence: We have a ladder, from we to Manuel: We have a ladder. → Manuel has a ladder. In order for the subject and verb to agree, we had to change the verb have to ma. This is conjugation. It sounds funny
when the verb is twisted incorrectly: I have a ladder. If you grew up speaking English, you can conjugate verbs without even thinking about it; it just comes naturally. Conjugation verbs in Spanish, however, will not come easily. You have to stop and think every time, and practice, practice, practice until it becomes second
nature. Infinitives The immobile verb is known as an infinitive. Because no topic is specified, the infinitive has infinite conjugation possibilities. English infinitive contain the word this. Refer to the table below and compare inconseculables with some conjugated counterparts. Notice how there is no clue as to what is the
subject of the infinitive: infinitive: joined: play → sing game, → sings to have → we must be → are unlike English infinitives, Spanish infinitives are only one word, but they are still quite easy to detect. Three types of Spanish incalculator Note: Not all words ending in -ar, -er, or -ir are verbs. For example, lugar is a noun,
which means place. Note: The verbs -ar are most commonly found, followed by the verbs -er and -ir. All Spanish infinitives have one of three endings: -ar, -er, or -ir. For example, Spanish verbs are classified as verbs -ar, verbs -er, or verbs -ir. A few examples: -AR lurks: cantar sing estudiar study tocar tocar play -ER
verbs: beber drink correr run leer read -Verbs IR: abrir open escribir write rebirth to receive conjugating Spanish Verb Verbs Before we get to conjugating verbs, we need to briefly talk about the times. Time is a form of verb that indicates what time frame you are referring to. There are three fundamental times: past,
present and future: I ran. I'm running. I'm running. But there are also more times (both in English and Spanish). For example: I was running. I'm running. I'm going to run. There are specific lessons for each time on this site, but for now we will work with the present tense. See alsoSubject Pronouns in Spanish Imagine
that we wanted to say I speak Spanish. The first step is to identify the topic. Here is a brief reminder of possible thematic pronouns from the previous lesson: singular: plural: first person: yo nosotros, nosotras second person, informal: tú vosotros, vosotras second person, formal: usted ustedes third person: él, ella ellos,
ellas So we will have to use yo (I) as our theme. See alsoSpanish/English Dictionary The next step is to find the incalculable one we need and break it down into two parts: the stem and the ending. A good dictionary will tell us that talking is hablar in Spanish. The stem of hablaru is habl, and the ending is -ar: infinitive:
stem: ending: hablar habl -ar Verb Ending Charts Now we need to look up (or better yet, remember) the corresponding chart of verb endings. Present tense - ar verb endings are listed in the chart below, on the right. (Note that we use the verb graphs -ar because hablar is the verb -ar.) On the left are again pronouns of
the subject. Notice how each field in the topic pronoun chart corresponds to a field in the verb endings chart. This is no coincidence: thematic pronouns: yo nosotros,-as tú vosotros,-as usted ustedes él, ella ellos, ellas ↔ -ar endings: -o-amos -as -áis -a -an -an We need to find an ending that corresponds to our subject.
Since our theme is yo, we will add the ending verb -o to our stem (habl): pronouns of the subject: yo nosotros,-as tú vosotros,-as usted ustedes él, ella ellos, ellas ↔ -ar endings: -o -amos -as -áis -a -an -an -Put it all together and we get: Yo hablo. Saying. Let's try another one. Infinitive dibujar means draw. How does it
mean we draw? Remove the ending, identify the pronoun topic (nosostros) and add the corresponding ending (-amos) to the stem (dibuj): pronouns of the subject: yo nosotros,-as tú vosotros,-as usted ustedes él, ella ellos, ellas ↔ endings -ar: -o -amos -as -áis -a -an -an Add pronoun theme and we get: Nosotros
dibujamos. Draw. OK, so what about the verbs -er and -ir? We will follow the same procedure, but we need to use different charts. Here all three (present tense) Time. Note the similarities and differences: -ar endings: -o -amos -as -áis -a -an -an -er endings: -o -emos -es -éis -e -en -e -en -ir -ir -o -imos -es -ís -e -en -e -
en Infinitive means to run. Let's use it to say You're running. (In this case, you will be a peculiar, informal you.) The stem is corr. The ending (from the -er chart) is -es. Add the pronoun theme and we get: Tú corres. You run. (Note that we pull the ending out of the -er chart because correr is the verb -er.) How about the
verb -ir? Vivir means to live. Let's use it to say We live. The stem is viv, the ending is -imos, and the theme is nosotros: Nosotros vivimos. Live. Non-coincidence of verbs correctly sounds as bad in Spanish as in English. If you say I have a ladder in English, people will look at their funny. The same if you say Nosotros
viven in Spanish. The end charts of simplified verbs will often not be visible in verb charts such as those shown above. Why? Because they are a bit more complicated than they need to be. Notice how usted endings are the same as él/ella endings? And how ustedes endings are the same as ellos/ellas endings? This
applies not only to present time endings; it's true of all the other times as well. Therefore, it is much easier to compact the endings into six boxed grids, like this: -ar endings: -er endings: -ir endings: This means that the corresponding pronouns of the theme chart should actually look like this: pronouns of the subject: yo
nosotros,-like tú vosotros,-as él, ella, Ud. ellos, ellas, Uds. But remember, we put Thighs. in the box él / ella just to simplify things, and not because it means he or she. Similarly, keep in mind that Uds. they don't mean they. It's only in the ellos/ellas box because the verb endings are the same. Make sure you understand
this grid. This is very important; You will see many of them as you study Spanish. Topics not on the chart? What if you want to use a topic that isn't in the topic chart? Remember that these are pronouns or words that take the place of other nouns. You don't have to use the pronoun, but you still have to pull the ending out
of the right place on the chart: Barack Obama ≈ él → Barack Obama habla. Ramón and I ≈ nosotros → Ramón y yo corremos. Susana and Ramón ≈ ellos → Susana y Ramón viven. Irregular verbs All these conjugation things may already seem overwhelming, but you should know that (almost) every verb has certain
verbs that do not follow the normal rules of conjugation. These verbs are considered irregular verbs. You will have to specifically memorize their conjugation, because normal procedures do not work. Here is an example of the infamous irregular verb in the present tense, cheese (to be): somos eres sois es son None of
the conjugations follow any of the rules. Beautiful, right? But before you start complaining about irregular Spanish verbs, consider how irregular English can be. Imagine if you were a Spanish speaker having to get this: play (regular): be (irregular): I play I am You play You are He game She is My My We are playing Are
Omitted pronouns theme Due to the fact that many English conjugations of verbs are the same, pronouns theme are very important. Look what happens if we leave one: Playing football. What is the topic? He, she, is it? We can't say. The opposite is true in Spanish. Since there are many different conjugations, the verb
often makes it obvious what the subject is, and the pronoun is not necessary. For example: Hablamos español. We speak Spanish. Corres muy rápidamente. You run very fast. Vivo en Tijuana. I live in Tijuana. Conjugation verbs at different times Different times have different conjugation rules. Some times have only one
or two sets of verb endings. Other times require endings to be added to the infinitive, not the stem. Still others require you to create a completely different stem, but the same basic main subject of the verb contract holds the truth. You'll always find the topic you need from the topic pronoun chart, and then find the ending
you need in the appropriate box in the verb endings chart. For more information about present tense conjugation, read present tense (part 1). To see samples of verb conjugations at any time, refer to the Spanish verb conjugator. To practice conjugation verbs, try ¡Practiquemos! Conjugation exercises of the verb.
Exercises.
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